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Morphogen

The rise of digital technologies and Machine Learning (ML)-tools for creative expression brings about novel opportunities for
studying creativity and cognition at scale. In this paper, we present a pilot study of crea.blender SDG - an online GAN based
image generation game. We designed crea.blender SDG with two goals in mind: The first, to let people create images relating
to the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and through them, engage in large-scale conversations on
complex socioscientific problems. The second, as a fun and inspiring gateway for public participation in research, generating
data for the creativity and cognition research and design community. Specifically in this pilot, we study and affirm that the
design of crea.blender SDG is flexible enough to allow users to create images that express both anxiety and hope for the
future; affirm that user generated images express these ideas in ways that are meaningful to people other than the original
creator; and begin to investigate which specific features of images are more closely related to dystopian or utopian ideas of
the future. Finally, we discuss implications for future design and research with ML-based creativity tools.
CCS CONCEPTS • General reference → Cross-computing tools and techniques → Design • Human-centered-

computing → Collaborative and social computing → Collaborative and social computing devices• Applied
computing → Arts and humanities → Media arts
Additional Keywords and Phrases: GAN, crowdsourcing, creativity, sustainability, SDGs
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1 INTRODUCTION
Artistic expression from both professional artists and the general public is a key method for raising awareness
of and facilitating discussions around the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) [31, 27, 32, 33, 35]. These
17 goals were set into place by the United Nations in 2015 as a blueprint to achieve a better and more
sustainable future for all [37]. Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [7] are Machine Learning (ML) models
that can be used as creative tools by both professional and non-professional users in a variety of contexts.
Professional artists use GANs as a new medium [8, 13, 14, 11], as a means of inspiring new ideas [8, 4, 15, 9,
10, 21] or as a helping hand for laborious tasks [6, 16, 17, 19, 20, 22]. By lowering the threshold for technical
skills or capabilities, some GANs also allow ‘non-artists’ or those with physical impediments to more easily
express themselves creatively [1, 18, 2, 23]. GAN images are ideal for envisioning the future as they are genuine
phantom images – a AI + human imagination of what images of the world could look like.
Recently, platforms like Artbreeder have successfully given the general public access to collaborative image
generation [30]. Artbreeder is a massive online tool for creating images based on interactive latent variable
evolution [3]. Images are ‘bred’ by selecting the generated offspring of parent images in addition to direct ‘gene’
editing. Artbreeder operates as a hybrid of a tool and a social network, allowing users to share what they create
and edit what they see. This community driven innovation allows certain images to go viral, spreading their
‘DNA’ throughout the image repository. As a recent adaptation of Artbreeder, crea.blender [12] supports
systematic, quantitative investigation of creativity by letting players “blend” a restricted and carefully curated set
of background free, hard coded source images into new images. A pilot study found that crea.blender provides
a playful experience, affords players a sense of control over the interface, and elicits different types of player
behavior. More generally, the study indicated the potential of ML-assisted image generation for use in a
scalable, playful, creativity assessment [12]. Building on the work of [12, 30], we here present crea.bender SDG.
This game retains the structured, goal-oriented setting of crea.blender, this time focusing on creating utopian
and dystopian images of the future, but extends the open-ended creative potential by using the Landscape GAN
of Artbreeder and allowing for free substitution of source images.
Collaborative image generation and reflections is only possible if the interface affords users enough
expressivity that they can generate images that are not simply idiosyncratically labeled, but that are
recognizable by others as being either utopian or dystopian. Previous work [12], demonstrated that the
crea.blender interface afforded the necessary control of the GAN for deliberate expression. However, it did not
test whether people felt they could express specific ideas, thoughts, or concepts, or how this would happen.
Addressing this is the primary purpose of this study, and we ask the following research questions:
1. Does crea.blender SDG offer enough flexibility to produce a variety of both utopian and dystopian
images?
2. Are these images recognizable as being utopian or dystopian?
3. Which particular components of the images are recognizable as utopian and dystopian?
2 DESIGN OF CREA.BLENDER SDG
Crea.blender SDG allows users to blend two different components, ‘style’ and ‘content’ of a set of source images
into new images. This is done using the generator of a pre-trained StyleGAN2 [36], trained to produce images
based on style and content. After completing a tutorial, users blend images by changing the slider values for
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the style and content of each of the images (Fig 1, left), taking content (large scale features) from some images,
and blending them with the style (small scale features and texture) of other images. Users are presented with
4 source images that can be freely ‘swapped’ with alternative images. When users save an image, they label it
as being either utopian, or dystopian. The image and the label are then stored in a database. There is also a
publicly available gallery of all generated images (Fig 1, right). Users can download their own saved images
and any images in the public gallery.
In crea.blender SDG there are 102 source images, selected from the landscape category in Artbreeder. We
deliberately chose source images with as great a variety as possible in terms of different motivic elements
(water, buildings, mountains, etc.) as well as different colors. We used the landscape GAN to avoid portraits
and people due to concerns about relating utopian/dystopian ratings to people’s outer appearance [5].

Figure 1: Left: Task screenshot. Right: Publicly available gallery of images.

3 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY: TESTING RECOGNIZABILITY AND FEATURES
In December 2020 we launched the initial version of crea.blender SDG in conjunction with Artbreeder and the
United Nations platform AI4Good [26, 39]. Between December 2020 and March 2021 there were 580 user
sessions, producing 8475 images of which 1624 were saved to the utopian/dystopian galleries and 196
downloaded by users. To test whether created images were recognizable as a utopia or a dystopia we collected
classification judgments. We examined the degree of agreement between raters and the degree of agreement
with the original creator’s label. This is critical as appropriateness as well as novelty [40] are key components
of creativity and thus the generated images must be at a minimum recognizable as appropriate to the prompt.
We also asked raters to give an indication for each image of which aspects were most important in
characterizing it as utopian or dystopian. A total of 24 raters were recruited, but only data from eight raters who
rated more than 100 images was considered for analysis. Rater agreement statistics were calculated only for
the three raters who rated all images. All included raters self-reported normal vision. Raters were familiar with
the project, but had not seen these images before, and were blind to each other’s ratings and to the label given
by the original user.
Raters were presented with one image at a time via a web app that prompted them to label each image as
‘utopia’ or ‘dystopia’ - described in the instructions as “a future paradise where society is doing great” and “a
nightmarish future where society has gone horribly wrong” respectively. Raters were asked to “pick the category
the image is most similar to, even if it’s not a particularly good example”. For each response, raters were asked
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if the main factor in each decision was the colors in the image, the style of the image (described as “level of
details, realism or abstraction, or other stylistic aspects such as blurry or sharp and well-defined shapes”), or a
motif in the image (described as “a specific identifiable element such as trees, a river, or a building”). These
factors were chosen because: First, the two sliders used when generating the images were assigned to content
and style (covering colors) respectively. Second, whereas color can be completely abstract – thus not referring
to specific meaning bearing objects – motif is always inscribed in the rater’s existing cultural frame of reference
(otherwise it would not be considered a motif). Hence, color, style and motif provided the raters the choice of
taxonomically different motivations. A set of 1516 images were available for rating, 620 labeled dystopian and
860 utopian by their original creators, with 36 unclassified due to a technical issue. Order of presentation was
randomized for each rater.

Figure 2: Representation of 1117 images after k-means clustering in the Principal Component Analysis
basis (first 8 components). Shown are 77 non-trivial clusters (each identified by a combination of color and
symbol). The insets show examples of images from the clusters marked by the dashed outline.
4 ANALYSIS
4.1 Does crea.blender SDG offer enough flexibility to produce both utopian and dystopian images?
It is relevant to understand the total number of distinct images that could be produced in principle by the full
input space of the GAN. Images were produced by blending up to 4 images chosen from a pool of 102 source
images, which gives about 4*106 different starting sets of source images. The sliders were quasi-continuous,
but if we conservatively assume that only 10 different values for each slider give reasonably distinguishable
changes in the resulting image, the lower bound is about 108 unique slider settings per image set and 4*1014
possible output images. To quantify the extent to which people actually explored this space, we look at both the
diversity of the 4 source images chosen, and the range of slider values used for them. Frequency of selecting
a source image was over-dispersed by factor of two relative to the binomial distribution expected under chance,
indicating that some source images were more popular than others. However, each source image was used in
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at least 23 generated images and no source image was used in more than 99. Style and content slider values
were correlated at r=.49 (i.e. somewhat reducing the effective size of the space explored), but there was no
association between source image and slider value.
Although these results suggest saved images came from diverse regions of the space, it is important to
check for the appearance of possible clusters of similar images as people might have been attracted to particular
images. To test this, we clustered the images using the k-means algorithm with 100 clusters (30 repetitions) in
the 2*102 dimensional space corresponding to the two slider values for each possible source image (see Fig.
2). There is one large cluster with about 195 images, and the remaining clusters have a mean image count of
13±8. There are about 24 clusters generated by single users which contain on average 5 images. 15 of those
clusters contain purely utopian or dystopian images (by creator label). There are about 59 clusters with images
from at least 5 users. The fraction of utopian images in those clusters correlates at r = 0.61 with the mean
utopian fraction assigned by the 8 main raters (part of RQ2). We conclude that people created images using a
wide range of source images and slider values, and that while it is possible to identify some clusters of similar
generated images users did not converged on a small number of prototypical utopias or dystopias.
4.2 RQ2: Are images recognizable by others as utopian or dystopian?
We assessed agreement between raters, and between raters and creators, using Fleiss’ Kappa [38]. The three
raters who rated all images agreed with each other with kappa of 0.253, (z = 16.8, p<.001). Raw proportion of
matching ratings between all pairs of raters ranged between 0.44 and 0.83. Roughly a third of the images (539)
received unanimous ratings, a subsample of these can be seen in Fig 3.

Figure 3: Example utopias (left) and dystopias (right) with unanimous ratings, including creator intention. These are a
subset of all 539 images with unanimous ratings, representing the most recognizable examples of utopias and dystopias
created by users of the system.

Including creator intention as another ‘rater’ gave a Fleiss kappa of 0.2 (z=18.9, p<.001). The raw proportion
of ratings that matched creator intention ranged between 0.52 and 0.65 over the eight raters. For 367 of the
images all raters and the creator agreed unanimously on the image classification. The average number of raters
per image was 4.3. Even conservatively assuming only 3 raters, pure chance would have led to roughly
2*(1/2)(3+1)*1516=189 unanimous images. Despite the somewhat low average rater agreement, this estimate as
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well as Fig 3 clearly demonstrate that there exist subsets of the created images for which the categorization (as
a utopian or dystopian set) is clear.
4.3 RQ3: Which particular components of the images are recognizable as utopian and dystopian?
We collected preliminary data about the features raters attended to with the three-option 'reason' question
following each image classification. The proportions of each reason given for the ratings were broadly similar
across utopia and dystopia decisions: overall ratings, 50% were reported as motivated by color, 29% by motif,
and 21% by style. Agreement on reason decisions gave a Fleiss kappa 0.12 (z=11, p<.001).
The categorization of utopias and dystopias cuts across the physical features of the landscapes as shown
by the high variation in the selection of source images and their blend proportions. Despite the apparent lack of
a set of necessary and sufficient criteria for making these categorization decisions, we found that blind ratings
of category membership agreed with each other and with creator intention at levels above chance. It is not clear
what features creators are attending to when deciding which images are distinctively utopian or dystopian. Our
results suggest that color might be particularly salient, but also that rater agreement on the reasons for a
particular classification is low. The fact that raters were more motivated by color (50%) than by motif (29%)
could be caused by the fact that all source images were selected from enquiry into ‘landscape’ on Artbreeder,
which may have led to a reduced spread in perceived motifs. Alternatively, no participants had training in image
analysis, and color may simply be more salient to the novice eye than other features
5 CONCLUSION, LIMITATIONS, AND FUTURE WORK
The current study affirms the potential of human-GAN interactions with a suitably designed interface to afford
the expression of recognizable ideas, thoughts, or concepts. Given the immense expressive space of GANs,
the range of interpretation of resulting images is expected. Consequently, we did not expect that every user
would be able to generate images that evoke a common interpretation, but that many would. The significant
overrepresentation of unanimous ratings in our pool of images is an early indication that this is in fact the case.
The small number of raters, and consequent small number of ratings per image, limit conclusions about the
status of individual images or systematic rater heterogeneity. Our raters were WEIRD, and must be assumed
to share cultural references, color and motif preferences, etc. Future work with a larger number of raters could
potentially examine systematic differences among individual images or creators at a finer grain. Further, we
expect there to be national and cultural differences in dystopian and utopian aesthetics. This will be another
subject of future research. A tool like this will make it possible to study how people think about creative
expression, and provide data for studying at scale and in depth what kinds of features of images people attend
to when creating or interpreting images, and how these features connect to users’ underlying concepts. These
high ambitions can only be achieved with a detailed understanding of both the optimal technological support as
well as the thought processes in both creators and raters and our quantitative analysis is therefore a crucial first
step in this direction. The aim is to further develop a crea.blender SDG version for use in conjunction with major
events such as Global Talent Summit, The World Economic Forum, and the G20 [28, 34, 29].
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